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RESUMO

Em 1662, o Padre Sebastião da Fonseca e Paiva, capelão da 
Capela Real do Rei D. Afonso VI, acompanhou D. Catarina de 
Bragança a Inglaterra (Rau, 1962: 12). Ali recebeu a função 
de Mestre da Capela da Rainha (Troni, 2008: 273-274), pois 
era perito na arte da Música e na Poesia. Foi testemunha 
privilegiada dos acontecimentos, não só pela proximidade junto 
à Corte, como também pelo domínio das matérias musicais 
e iconográficas. No texto que escreveu Festas de Pallacio e 
grandesas de Londres colocou, nas palavras do Deus Neptuno, 
uma estrofe que nos serviu de mote para o presente texto.

Sempre vos [Carlos II e Catarina de Bragança] guardei respeitos
Ou no Tejo, ou no Tamaso
Tributando cada instante
Cristais a vossos Pallacios (Fonseca, 1663: 8).

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: BARROCO; CATARINA DE BRAGANÇA; POMPA; TEJO; 
TAMISA

ABSTRACT

In 1662, Father Sebastião da Fonseca e Paiva, Chaplain at the 
Royal Chapel of King Afonso VI of Portugal, accompanied 
Catherine of Braganza to England (Rau, 1962: 12). There he 
was appointed Master of the Queen’s Chapel (Troni, 2008: 
273-274), in recognition of his erudition in music and poetry. 
He was a privileged witness of events, not only because of his 
proximity to the Court, but also due to his mastery of musical 
and iconographic materials. In the text “Festas de Pallacio e 
grandesas de Londres”, he lets the god Neptune speak a stanza 
that I have used in the title of this paper.

I have always shown my respect to you [Charles II & Catherine of 
Braganza].
Whether in the Tagus, or the Thames
At every instant paying my tribute
Of crystals to your palaces (Fonseca, 1663: 8).

KEYWORDS: BAROQUE; CATHERINE OF BRAGANZA; PAGEANTRY; 
TAGUS; THAMES
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I — The historic figure of Catherine of Braganza 
(1638-1705)

Catherine of Braganza, Infanta of Portugal, Queen 
of England from 1662 to 1685, is a historical 
character who has provoked much dispute 
over the ages. She was praised for her personal 

sacrifice in cementing the political and commercial alliance 
between Portugal and England, but simultaneously accused 
being insufficiently primed and overly conservative to assist 
Charles II (1630-1685) in ruling the kingdom. Nonetheless, 
she gained a certain popularity for alegdly introducing new 
customs such as tea drinking, although some history, specially 
the American historiography, has looked on her somewhat 
harshly due to the fact that Portugal operated a slave trade 
at that time. 

Parallel to these dichotomies, there are various 
misperceptions about Catherine’s life in England (for example, 
her arrival at Portsmouth and first meeting with Charles II), 
and there are countless anecdotes that do not coincide with 
historical events and the reported behaviour of the Queen.

Before I begin my reflection on the topic of Catherine’s 
wedding festivities, I would like to start by getting a sense 
of the public’s perception of the Portuguese Infanta today. A 
double BAFTA Award-winning television series made in 2003 
— Charles II: The Power and the Passion — may well reflect the 
deeply ingrained imagery associated with the Queen. Certain 
scenes from the series make it only too apparent that the 
makers applied artistic licence to Catherine of Braganza’s life in 
England. Of course, the Hollywoodesque setting and dialogue 
can be attributed to the desire to attract the highest number of 
viewers possible. However, this reworking of historical events 
does not help us to uncover the real political identity of the 
Portuguese princess. The scene in which Catherine arrives at 
the court of Charles II is all wrong, from the area where the 
action takes place to the number of characters involved, the 
clothes worn and the language used.

In reality, Charles II met Catherine in Portsmouth, at that 
time a small town, where she alighted on 14 May 1662. The 
Queen arrived in England dressed in the English style and it 

was at the Duke of York’s request that she wore Portuguese 
attire with the distinctive pannier. This was how her painter, 
Dirck Stoop, depicted her, although we also know that the 
Queen alternated her attire over the days that she spent 
waiting for the King to arrive. When he got to Portsmouth, 
he visited the Queen in her chamber, where she was ill and 
recovering from a cold. Unlike the story that is normally told, 
the Queen did not ask for a cup of tea to help her fight off the 
symptoms of her cold; there was no custom of drinking tea in 
Portugal at that time.

Unlike in the film, the first meeting was in a more intimate 
setting with few people in attendance. The King and Queen 
spoke in Spanish — a common language that both spoke 
well — without the need for interpreters. Upon seeing the 
newly-arrived Queen’s face, Charles II did not say “they’ve 
brought me a bat instead of a wife”. This comment came 
from the dubious testimony of George Legge, First Baron of 
Dartmouth. From the report by Francisco de Mello e Torres, 
the Portuguese ambassador, we know how the first viewing 
of the royal couple took place, since he was one of the few 
witnesses: “The King sat next to the Queen’s bed in a blue 
velvet chair matching the bed where she was.... The King 
was very happy during the visit, revealing himself to be very 
pleased with the Queen’s beauty. The Ambassador even asked 
him if His Majesty thought that he had misled him. He replied 
that yes, that he and the painters had misled him because 
neither the information nor the portraits were as beautiful as 
the Queen.” (Torres, 1661, 36).

Having set out some of the most common problems with 
a superficial approach to the life of Catherine on English soil, 
I shall move on to a brief look at her life up until that point. 
The Infanta was born in Vila-Viçosa, Baixo Alentejo, on 25 
November 1638 in the Ducal Palace of the Braganza family, 
which was highly praised by an 18th-century chronicler (Sousa 
[1740], 2007:157). She was born two years before the most 
important event to take place in Portugal in the first half of 17th 
century: in 1640 her father, King John II, 8th Duke of Braganza, 
led a separatist movement against the dual monarchy with 
the Kingdom of Spain and became the first king of the new 
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Braganza dynasty. The Infanta then moved to a new home 
(the Royal Palace of Ribeira in Lisbon) and together with her 
siblings (Teodósio and Joana) became an instrument in the 
diplomatic game of political alliances between Portugal and 
other European countries (France, England, the Netherlands 
and even Spain). This was the way to ensure the political 
independence of the new dynasty. However, Catherine 
seemed destined for a more reserved life, since she was a 
second daughter and the sister of three male infantes who 
would ensure the line of succession. The death of John IV in 
1656 and of the Infante Teodósio (the firstborn) and Joana the 
following year brought Catherine’s name to the fore in efforts 
to guarantee a political alliance aimed at ending 12 years of war 
with Spain. In this sense, by seeking to strengthen such ties, 
the Portuguese diplomats were striving towards the lofty goal 
of bringing about peace. This was only fully achieved in 1668, 
during the reign of Catherine’s brother Afonso VI (1643-1683), 
whose achievements owed much to the political and military 
balance achieved by the marriage of Catherine and Charles II 
in 1662.

II — The River Tagus as a stage for city festivals
The presence of the River Tagus is integral to the 

iconography of the city of Lisbon, enriching it not only as a 
powerful setting for historical events, but also as an element 
of immense aesthetic important. Artistic depictions and 
historical accounts describing the reception of foreign princes 
and ambassadors, the departure of Portuguese princesses, 
celebrations commemorating political and religious events, 
and the arrival of armadas from India or Brazil are vital in 
acquiring a better understanding of the importance of the 
river. The Tagus was not limited to celebrating the great events 
of Lisbon, but was part of the modus vivendi of Lisbon’s 
population, either through its connection to the south bank 
(where lay the Aldeia Galega and the road along which one 
travelled to Spain), or in the movement of people and goods. 
The seasonal itinerary of the Portuguese Court is another good 
example of this: the palace of Salvaterra de Magos, located 

about 50 km from Lisbon in good hunting grounds, offered 
a faster journey that made the most of the navigability of the 
river, albeit with inherent risks such as drowning and loss of 
property. On the other hand, those from rural areas used this 
route to supply the city with fresh goods. By the middle of the 
18th century, this fast fluvial access was also being used for 
the transportation of ice produced in the Serra de Montejunto. 
The Tagus was thus one of the most important thoroughfares 
during the Early Modern period in Portugal, like other rivers in 
the main capitals of Europe. This was certainly true of London, 
too: “The Thames has played its part through the centuries 
in bringing different sections of the people together to mark 
national events as part of a wider iconography of populism” 
(Shewring, 2015: 221). 

The political alliances between Portuguese and European 
powers played their part in establishing the popular 
iconography of the Tagus. Before Catherine of Braganza in 
1662, the Infanta Beatriz of Portugal (1504-1538) left these 
waters in 1521 for Savoy, where she married Duke Charles III : 
“The people of Lisbon crowded in the windows, on foot and on 
horseback in the Ribeira to watch the departure of the Infanta, 
signalled by thick and continuous artillery, storming the air” 
(Buescu, 2019:123). In 1565 it was the turn of Maria of Portugal, 
Princess of Parma (1538-1577) to embark for Flanders in an 
armada, with all the usual pomp.

The entries of Princess Joanna of Austria (1535-1573) in 
1552 and the Spanish kings Philip II (I of Portugal) and Philip 
III (II of Portugal) into Lisbon via the Tagus are also worthy 
of note. For Joanna, a river procession was organised with 
tableaux vivants of religious and mythological iconography: 
“the Tagus assumed an even greater significance as a stage 
or mirror of water... it was the river that linked Lisbon to all 
the commercial warehouses of the Portuguese global empire” 
(Jordan, 2012: 144-145).

Both Philip I (1581) and Philip II (1619) officially entered 
Lisbon from the south bank and Belém respectively. The 
festivities held to welcome Philip II of Portugal have been the 
object of renewed study due to the discovery of a painting 
depicting the event (Gehlert, 2008). This image faithfully 
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captures the celebrations organised on the Tagus and in Lisbon, 
“a city that concentrated the world within it, thus seeking to 
argue its superiority over Madrid, perhaps as a future capital 
of the Iberian empire” (Flor, 2019:70).

In the 17th century, following the royal entrance of Philip 
II, the most magnificent festivals were those of Catherine of 
Braganza (Alves, 1986: 70). In 2015, I had the opportunity 
of analysing her wedding festivities in Lisbon in detail, in 
comparison with the celebrations held to mark the marriage 
of Maria Theresa of Spain to Louis XIV. In addition, I listed 
all the decorative elements organised for the event, studied 
their context and concluded that the wedding parties of the 
Portuguese Infanta in Lisbon “were used in a pro-Restoration 
discourse with a view to countering Philip IV’s hegemony [...]. 
Indeed, the […] work [Relacion de las Fiestas by Antonio de 
Sousa Macedo] […] is filled with excerpts denoting a discourse 
of anti-Spanish propaganda” (Flor, 2015:152).

III — Crystals to the Paço da Ribeira
In the late afternoon of 23 April 1662, Queen Catherine 

embarked next to the bridge of Ribeira das Naus, after having 
crossed the garden of Royal Palace of Ribeira in Lisbon (Fig. 1). 
The bridge had been decorated with fine carpets from India 
and arches covered with embroidered cloth (Macedo, 1662: 31). 
At its entrance, there was an ephemeral arch, funded by the 
Ombudsman of the House of India, as well as a mythological 
painting depicting the god Jupiter and his children: Bacchus, 
Athena, Mars, Diana and the demigod Hercules (Tojal, 1716: 
106). This choice of gods was far from random, as they include 
two virtuous goddesses, Athena and Diana, both defenders of 
chastity, a characteristic common to the young Catherine. The 
presence of Neptune, meanwhile, with his trident, is a reference 
to the crossing that the Queen and her fleet were about to 
make under the auspices of that pagan court (Flor, 2012: 138). 

Part of the entourage were carried to their ship in a 
golden barge covered with an awning, whose exterior was of 

FIG. 1. Dirck Stoop, The manner 
how her Matie Dona Catherina 
imbarketh from Lisbon for 
England, 1662, MC.GRA1076, 
Museu de Lisboa — Palácio 
Pimenta.
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crimson and golden fabric and the interior lined with damask 
in the same tones, like the curtains. A damask flag bearing 
the Portuguese coat of arms was waved by the movement 
of eighteen rowers dressed in red with silver trimmings. The 
royal barge was accompanied by another in the same colour, 
propelled by 16 rowers carrying the ladies and bridesmaids. This 
was followed by 24 boats decorated in similar fashion carrying 
members of the councils, courts, lords and knights. The cost 
of the boats was borne by various institutions. Lisbon’s Senate 
organised a larger boat (Oliveira, 1893: 286-287/336-339), in 
which the musicians travelled, with their shawms, trumpets 
and party instruments. They remained on the Tagus even after 
the royal Portuguese delegation had returned to land and 
the Queen had departed in the Royal Charles. Musicians and 
dancers boarded smaller boats and plied the water, showing 
off their art. Members of the general public also went out on 
the water in small craft to enjoy the festivities, contributing to 
the excitement of the event.

The city of Lisbon itself added to the festive atmosphere: 
bells rang from the churches, and guns were fired from the 
Castle of Saint George on top of the hill and the Fortress 
of Terreiro do Paço. The British Army also fired shots in 
celebration from the Tagus as soon as the Queen boarded 
the Royal Charles. The “London” banner was lowered and 
the “Royal” banner was placed on the top of the large mast, 
displaying the coats of arms of England and Portugal in honour 
of the Queen’s embarkation (Almeida, 1976: 59-64). The sailors 
of the Royal Charles shouted, “Live and have a good journey”, 
throwing their hats in the sea. Boats from the Netherlands and 
France fired their guns in honour of the Queen’s entry into 
English territory.

The night brought new splendour. All of the ships set 
off fireworks, so that spectators witnessed a scene akin to 
a battle of the four elements, with fire falling on the Tagus, 
which also seemed to be aflame. Contemporary reports used 
words like “boom” and “horror” to describe the visual and 
auditory onslaught (Macedo, 1662: 32). Calm was restored by 
the musicians of the King’s Chamber, who closed the day with 
gentle chants. The stones of the Royal Palace reflected the 

colourful tumult of the Tagus, reminiscent of Father Paiva’s 
metaphor. They were also the last witness to Queen Catherine’s 
journey.

Thus, began the voyage of the Portuguese Infanta to 
England. She left behind her homeland and her main city, 
Lisbon, which had been dressed for a party for the last eight 
months, ever since the news of the alliance and peace and 
trade treaty between the two nations. The festivities were 
both religious (masses, Te Deum) and profane: bullfights, 
tournaments, masques, dances, theatres and processions 
through ephemeral arches (Flor, 2012:133-142). 

IV — Crystals at Whitehall Palace
Four months after the festivities on the Tagus, the 

Queen’s reception took place in the city of London, against 
the backdrop of the River Thames. On 23 August Queen 
Catherine departed from the pier of the Hampton Court Palace 
and travelled by boat to Whitehall Palace in London. Father 
Sebastião da Fonseca e Paiva tells us that there were two 
reasons for this journey along the Thames. The first was of 
an aesthetic nature, since a royal water pageant of this kind 
allowed the new Queen to appreciate the beauty and amenity 
of London’s river. The second was due to practical aspects. 
The triumphal arches that had been used for the entrance 
of Charles II into London in 1661 had already been removed, 
and the British Crown had neither the time nor the money to 
order new arches for the Queen’s entrance (Paiva, 1662:1). The 
whole event was organised by John Tatham, who devised the 
festivities and the scenery for the staged performances. He 
left a written account (Tatham, 1662: s/f) that tallies with the 
engraving by the Dutch painter Dirck Stoop, who dedicates his 
work to the Lord Mayor of London (Fig. 2).

At two o’clock in the afternoon on 3 September, the royal 
couple boarded a golden barge accompanied by the Dukes 
of York (Ann Hyde and James Stewart) and Prince Edward. 
According to Father Sebastião da Fonseca e Paiva, the weather 
was very pleasant, and all the spots along the banks of the 
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Thames were crowded with people who had come to see the 
royal parade and the various performances (Paiva, 1662:1). 

As the riverbed widened, the monarchs were able to swap 
vessels. At Brentford they transferred to a barge with glass 
windows and in Putney to another propelled by 24 rowers 
dressed in red with gilded silver streamers embroidered on 
their chest and back. The royal retinue was accompanied 
by two gondolas that the Republic of Venice had offered to 
the English king, and whose perfection and speed caused 
astonishment, as voiced by John Evelyn (Beer, 1955: 333). 
Stoop recorded its presence for that very reason (Fig. 3).

In official terms, the reception began in Chelsea, with 
stops between Vauxhall and Lambeth, and ended at the steps 
up to Whitehall Palace (Tatham, 1662). In Chelsea, a meeting 
was scheduled with the Lord Mayor’s boat and the 12 city 

livery companies, which travelled in stately boats. Dirck Stoop 
depicted the boats of the Drapers, Mercers, Merchant Taylors 
and Goldsmiths in detail (Fig. 4), all decked out with great 
pageantry and alluding to their mystery. Father Sebastião da 
Fonseca e Paiva described the ornamentation on the garment 
of the rowers (liveries and coloured silks) in general terms, 
along with the banners, streamers and coat of arms of each 
company. He also mentioned that there was a lot of noise 
made by musicians playing trumpets, shawms and guitars. 

In parallel to the presentation of the City Livery Companies, 
there was a programme of displays of pageantry and maritime 
triumphs. The first appeared early on in the journey, at Chelsea, 
where the goddess Isis, depicted as guardian of the Western 
Meadows and wife of the River Thames, appeared in a chariot 
pulled by seahorses (Fig. 5). She wore a white silk costume 

FIG. 2. Dirck Stoop, The 
triumphall entertainment of 
ye King and Queenes Maties… 
on ye River of Thames, 1662, 
Museum Number Sheepshanks 
3095, British Museum.
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FIG. 3. Two gondola from Venice 
(detail)

FIG. 4. Livery companies (detail)
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and her crown was decorated with all kinds of flowers. At her 
feet, nymphs represented small streams.

Divinest Pair! whose equal Virtues claim

Affinity with Heav’n, adds life to Fame.

You! Whose conjunctive swetnesse does compleat

What ever can be thought of Good, or Great,

Proud with your Barges weight, Isis (to meet

Your unmatch’d loves) Kisses your Sacred Feet! 

(…) (Tatham, 1662)

After finishing Isis’ speech, a droll dressed as a waterman 
sang and danced in a less formal tone. This was followed by a 
speech by another waterman.

The flotilla continued down the river to a new stop 
between Vauxhall and Lambeth. Here the Thames (Fig. 6) 
was presented as the King of the Rivers and Deputy King 
under the goddess Thetis. He appeared as an old man with 
long hair and a beard, holding the trident in his hand, as he 
was considered the grandson of the ocean god. At his feet, 
two nymphs represented the royal castles of Windsor and 
Greenwich, while on the bow two lieutenants were seated on 
a lion and a unicorn, representing Scotland and England.

When You (Great Sir!) did in Caesarean State,

Through the Glad City, Ride to meet your Fate,

(The Hand-Maid to Your Right) Your Regal Throne

Which had been lost, had it not been Your own

(…) (Tatham, 1662)

The River Thames concluded his speech and was followed 
by the dances and songs of drolls dressed as sailors and 
Indians. 

The procession went all the way to the private stairs at 
Whitehall Palace, where some members of the court could be 
seen on the balcony, waiting for the royal couple. We know 
from Portuguese sources that the Henrietta Maria, the Queen 
Mother, was one of those in attendance (Paiva, 1662:3).

FIG. 5. Godess Isis (detail)
FIG. 6. River Thames (detail)

FIG. 7. Godess Thetis (detail)
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The last acted scene was the parade of the goddess Thetis 
(Fig. 7), who appeared in a shell-shaped sea carriage pulled 
by two dolphins. Thetis had long hair and a triple crown on 
her head, since she was seen as the mother of all the gods; 
goddess of the sea, empress of all the rivers. Her crown was 
topped by a star and her garments were of a strong green, 
accompanied by a mantle of various colours. She held a sceptre 
and a map, denoting her status and worthiness to address the 
English monarchs directly.

Fame having eccho’d in our Ears Your Choice

We summon’d all Our Daughters to rejoice,

That to the five Hill’d city [Lisbon] do belong

Whose Murmurs did consort a Nuptial Song;

The golden Footed Tagus, many more

That wanton’ bout the Fam’d Ulyssian shore

(Tatham, 1662)

After Thetis’ speech, the companies bade farewell with 
music and lit lamps, which made it appear as though crystals 
were being brought to the Palace of Whitehall. The painting 
allows us to better visualise how the whole show on the 
Thames would have looked in colour.

In his account of the entire festivities, Father Sebastião da 
Fonseca e Paiva noted the “maritime triumphs”, in which “fish, 
animals and figures represented companies with messages of 
affection and loyalty” (Paiva, 1662:2). However, Tatham did not 
confine himself to demonstrating these values on the part of 
the English people. Political messages, advice for governance 
and hopes for the future were subliminally conveyed through 
formal speeches and informal (even risqué) songs.

What do we know about the organisation of Aqua 
Triumphalis? On 29 July 1662, Charles II told the Lord Mayor 
that he expected “demonstrations of affection from the city 
of London, as has been customary on such grand and solemn 
occasions” (Wood, 1995:565). As mentioned above, the whole 
performance was scripted and arranged by John Tatham, of 
whom we know very little. According to the Dictionary of 
National Biography, Tatham (Fig. 8) was the London poet 

and regularly wrote pageants for the city between 1657 and 
1664 (Seccombe, 1975:384-385). Classical iconography fitted 
well with aquatic festivities, so the figures of Isis, Thames and 
Thetis had also appeared on other occasions (Tatham, 1660). 

FIG. 8. John Tatham (1632-1664), 
by Robert Vaughan, NPG 
D29054, National Portrait 
Gallery, London
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However, the speeches were adapted to this specific occasion. 
The goddess Isis established the link between Eastern and 
Western mythology. She praised the virtues of both monarchs 
and their sublime love by comparing it to that of Leandro 
and Hero. She announced that the river welcomed them with 
open arms and compared their arrival to that of spring and 
the annual cycle of the Proteus, the prophetic sea deity who 
flattered Pomona, the goddess of Fruits, with whom Isis was 
associated.

The speech by Thames was more politicised. He regretted 
the interruption of the monarchy but praised Britannia, who 
had always been able to incite fear in other nations, despite her 
geographically isolated condition. He presented the Kingdom 
of Portugal, declaring that it was famous for its kings and 
its acts, which deserved to be sung of by the nymph Clio. 
At that moment, Portugal, who embraced Britannia in peace, 
had become one with England, so there were no differences 
between them: Lisbon was London; the Tagus the Thames; the 
Portuguese English; and the English Portuguese.

The allegorical figure of the River Thames was the one 
who focused most heavily on Portugal’s domains beyond 
Europe. In this sense, Tatham’s speech coincides with the 
deep-seated aims of the Portuguese crown since the 16th 
century: “the Portuguese appropriation of an ideology of 
universal domination with a propagandistic purpose, in other 
words with the aim of carrying out a reputation-building 
policy in different courts of Western Europe” (Cardim, 2010: 
42). Renewed with the Braganza dynasty, this ancient goal 
was conveyed not only through verbal communication (the 
allegorical speeches), but also visually, by including people 
and animals from outside the European continent.

This was also observed by Margaret Shewring in her 
analysis of both the Festival Book and the Stoop’s etching: 
“there was also an emphasis on voyages of discoveries and 
the navigational skills that made journeys to distant lands 
increasingly possible and, with them, a new interest in exotic 
creatures” (Shewring, 2015:235). 

The last figure to present compliments to the English 
monarchs was the goddess Thetis, who addressed the royal 

couple as the most sacred pair. She alluded to the distant 
path through the metaphor of the struggle between the giants 
and the gods and spoke of the golden Tagus and the coast 
of Ulysses as she lauded the Restoration of the Portuguese 
throne to King John IV in 1640, when the Braganzas became 
the reigning dynasty. Thetis welcomed the happy outcome and 
wished that Charles II would survive the malice of his enemies, 
and that the monarch would inspire love among their people. 
Finally, she blessed Queen Catherine, praising her piety and 
goodness.

In short, the Portuguese and English texts and the 
engravings by Dirck Stoop give us a general idea of the 
festivities that took place on the Tagus and Thames. The latter 
acted as a real stage, with fantastic living pageants presented 
to the sound of music, fireworks, colour, ornamentation, pomp 
and excitement. For the new Queen of England, the four-hour 
journey between Hampton Court and Whitehall would have 
been a unique moment of entertainment and joy, as she heard 
the hopes of her subjects: “Live, Ladds, live, good dayes are 
comming on”.
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